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Abstract— This paper presents Lyapunov-based adaptive
control method for piecewise-linear differential inclusions
{PWLDI} with parameter uncertainty. The basic idea of the
proposed approach is to construct a piecewise control law
and a parameter adaptive law for the PWLDI in a way such
that a piecewise quadric Lyapunov function can be used to
establish the global stability and H∞ performance of the
resulted closed-loop systems. All the synthesis conditions can
be formulated as an optimization problem subjected to a set of
Bilinear Matrix Inequalities{BMIs}. Finally we demonstrate
the efficiency of the algorithm through an example.

I. INTRODUCTION

Piecewise-linear systems{PLS} have been a subject of

research in the systems and control community for some

time; see for example, references [1-14]. PLS constitute a

special class of hybrid systems [1] that often arise in prac-

tice when piecewise-linear components are encountered.

These components include dead-zone, saturation, relays

and hysteresis. In addition, many other classes of nonlinear

systems can also be approximated by PLS [2]. Thus, PLS

provide a useful framework for the analysis of and design

for a large class of nonlinear systems.

A number of significant results have been obtained

on controller design for PLS in the last few years. [3]–

[6] presented results on stabilization of PLS based on

common or piecewise Lyapunov function, which can be

cast as optimization problem subjected to a set of Bilinear

Matrix Inequalities{BMIs}. Furthermore, [7], [8] showed

how BMIs can be replaced by Linear Matrix Inequalities

{LMIs}, respectively. Recently, controller synthesis for

uncertain PLS has attracted growing attention, [9]–[12]

formulated the robust stabilization and H∞ performance

synthesis problem for uncertain PLS as a set of LMIs

by using piecewise quadratic Lyapunov function. [13],

[14] extended the piecewise quadratic Lyapunov function

technique to the H∞ output feedback control and optimal

guaranteed cost control of uncertain PLS systems, which

are cast as the feasibility of a set of BMIs.

On the other hand, PWLDI was introduced in [15]

to express the uncertain PLS systems in the view of

differential inclusion, which plays a very important role for

analysis and synthesis of nonlinear systems. [16] presented

a numerical method for computing PWLDI as an envelop
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of nonlinear systems, then controller synthesis method was

proposed to realize the global stability and H∞ perfor-

mance for the obtained PWLDI by employing a common

Lyapunov function, base on the envelop relationship, the

obtained controller is also effective for original nonlinear

systems. The similar idea was extended to establish the

analysis and synthesis framework for uncertain nonlinear

systems using PWLDI in [2]. Therefore, for establishing

the synthesis framework for nonlinear systems with pa-

rameter uncertainty and uncertain nonlinear systems with

both model and parameter uncertainties, it is natural to

investigate the control design of PWLDI with parameter

uncertainty(See Remark.1). However, as best of our knowl-

edge, this topic was still blank.

Motivated by this observation, we address the problem

of control design for PWLDI with parameter uncertainty

satisfying matching condition. It is well known that the

adaptive control is an effective scheme for control of

uncertain systems with parameter uncertainty [17]–[21].

Therefore, a Lyapunov-based adaptive control scheme is

adopted to realize global stability and H∞ performance

for PWLDI with parameter uncertainty for PWLDI with

parameter uncertainty.

This paper is organized as follows: The system model is

described and the control design problems are formulated

in §2. In §3 we present an adaptive stabilization method

for PWLDI with parameter uncertainty using piecewise

quadratic Lyapunov function. Furthermore, §4 extend the

synthesis method to realize H∞ performance. A numerical

example is shown in §5 and a remark for dealing with the

case of sliding motion is presented §6. Finally, conclusions

are drawn in §7.

Notation

- I[k1, k2] : For two integers k1 k2, k1 < k2, I[k1, k2] :=
{k1, k1 + 1, · · · , k2}.

- coS: The convex hull of a set S.

- ≻: The matrix Z≻0 stands for the matrix Z has

nonnegative entries.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Consider the following PWLDI with parameter uncer-

tainty and external disturbance,

ẋ ∈ co {Aikx + bik + Biu + ϕi(x)θ + Dikω, k ∈ [1, N ]}
z ∈ co {Cikx + dik, k ∈ [1, N ]} x ∈ Ri

(1)

where {Ri}, i ∈ I denotes a partition of the state space X

into a number of closed polytopic regions, I is the index
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set of regions. x ∈ X ⊆ R
nx , u ∈R

nu , θ ∈ Ωθ⊆R
nθ ,

ω ∈ R
nω and z ∈ R

nz are respectively the state, input,

unknown parameter vector, disturbance and output vector.

As shown in [5], each region is constructed as the

intersection of a finite number of half-spaces

Ri = {x | Hix ≤ gi}, i ∈ I (2)

where Hi=[hi1 hi2 · · ·hiq]
T ,gi=[gi1 gi2 · · · giq]

T .

Any two regions Ri and Rj sharing a common boundary

l ∈ L, which is contained in the hyperplane described by

{x ∈ R
n|Elx − el = 0}

another expression of the hyperplane is proposed in [8]

l = Ri ∩ Rj ⊆ {fl + Fls | s ∈ R
n−1} (3)

In summary, a PWLDI can be described by (1-3).

Remark 1: From [16] and [22] we know, the proposed

PWLDI (1-3) can be used as a envelop of a large class

of nonlinear systems and uncertain nonlinear systems as

below,

ẋ = f(x) + Bu + Dω + ϕ(x)θ
z = g(x)

(4)

ẋ ∈ co {fk(x) + Bu + Dkω + ϕ(x)θ, k ∈ [1, N ]}
z ∈ co {gk(x), k ∈ [1, N ]}

(5)

Therefore, we can investigate the uncertain nonlinear

systems (4) and (5) via proposed PWLDI. That is one of

the main motivations of this work.

Asumption 1: For i ∈ I0, I0 = {i|0 ∈ Ri},

bik = 0, dik = 0, ϕi(0) = 0 k ∈ [1, N ]

which guarantees that the origin is an equilibrium of

autonomous PWLDI.

Asumption 2: The parameter uncertainty satisfies the

matching condition [23], i.e. there exists functions ψi(x),
such that

Biψi(x) = ϕi(x) ∀x ∈ Ri, i ∈ I

Our objectives are to design a piecewise control law,

u(t) = ui(x, θ̂), x ∈ Ri

and a piecewise parameter estimation law for the unknown

parameter vector θ,

˙̂
θ = υi(x, θ̂), x ∈ Ri

such that, the closed-loop PWLDI is

1) asymptotically stable in the absence of external

disturbance;

2) globally stable with disturbance attenuation γ, i.e.

‖z(t)‖2 < γ‖ω(t)‖2, ∀ω(t) ∈ Lnω

2 \ 0.

III. ADAPTIVE STABILIZATION OF PWLDI

In this section, an adaptive stabilization scheme will be

developed for the PWLDI (1-3). The piecewise control law

consists of two parts given by

ui(t) = uia + uis, i ∈ Ri (6)

where uia represents the usual model compensation with

the physical parameter estimates θ̂, which is updated by

using an on-line adaptive algorithm. uis represents the

robust stabilization term which is used to quadratically

stabilize the PWLDI in the absence of uncertain parameter

vector θ.

Now, we present adaptive stabilization method as The-

orem 1.

Theorem 1: Consider the PWLDI described by (1-3)

with ω = 0. If there is a solution for the following

optimization problem, using the obtained piecewise control

law

u = −ψi(x)θ̂ + kix + mi, x ∈ Ri (7)

and piecewise on-line adaptive algorithm

˙̂
θ = xT Piϕi(x), x ∈ Ri (8)

then the closed-loop PWLDI is asymptotically stable in X.

The optimization problem:

max(min
i

ai) s.t. (9 − 12)

variables : ki,mi, ri, Pi;Zi,Wi ≻ 0;

mi = 0, ri = 0, i ∈ I0 (9)

F̄T
l (P̄i − P̄j)F̄l = 0, l = R̄i ∩ R̄j (10)[
Pi − HT

i ZiHi HT
i Zigi

(•)T ri − gT
i Zigi

]
> 0 (11)




ĀT
ikPi + PiĀik + aiPi

+HT
i WiHi

Pib̄ik − HT
i Zigi

(•)T gT
i Zigi + airi


 < 0 (12)

where

Āik = Aik + Bikki, b̄ik = bik + Bikmi

P̄i =

[
Pi 0
0 ri

]
, F̄l = [Fl, fl]

Proof.

It is shown by constrain (9) that the origin is an

equilibrium of closed-loop PWLDI. Therefore, we choose

a piecewise quadratic Lyapunov function V (x, θ̃) as below:

V (x, θ̃) =
∑

i∈I

αiVi + Vθ̃

Vi(x) = xT Pix + ri, Vθ̃(θ̃) = θ̃T θ̃

where

αi =

{
1 x ∈ Ri

0 others
, θ̃ = θ̂ − θ

From [8], it can be shown that, for all matrices Qi with
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compatible dimensions and nonnegative entries,

x ∈ Ri =⇒

[
x

1

]T [
HT

i QiHi −HT
i Qigi

−gT
i QiHi gT

i Qigi

] [
x

1

]
> 0

(13)

Then we can obtain the following conclusions:

1) V (x, θ̃) > 0, ∀x ∈ Ri\0
With (11) and (13), it can be shown by S-

procedure [24],

[
x

1

]T [
Pi 0
0 ri

] [
x

1

]
> 0, ∀x ∈ Ri\0

i.e.,

Vi(x) > 0, ∀x ∈ Ri\0

as θ̃T θ̃ ≥ 0, it implies,

V (x) = Vi(x) + θ̃T θ̃ > 0, ∀x ∈ Ri\0

2)
dV (x,θ̃)

dt
< 0 ∀x ∈ Ri

From the definition of convex hull, for any x ∈ Ri, there

exists µk(x) ≥ 0,
∑N

k=1 µk(x) = 1, such that,

Π =
dV (x, θ̃)

dt
=

dVi(x)

dt
+

dVθ(x)

dt

=
N∑

k=1

µk(x){(Aikx + bik + Biu + ϕiθ)
T Pix

+ xT Pi(Aikx + bik + Biu + ϕiθ)} +
˙̂
θT θ̃ + θ̃T ˙̂

θ

with the piecewise control law (7) and on-line adaptive

algorithm (8), it can be obtained,

Π =
N∑

k=1

µk(x)[(Āikx + b̄ik − ϕiθ̃)
T Pix

+ xT Pi(Āikx + b̄ik − ϕiθ̃)] + θ̃T ϕT
i Pix + xT Piϕiθ̃

=
N∑

k=1

µk(x)[xT (ĀT
ikPi + PiĀik)x + xT Pib̄ik + b̄T

ikPix]

=

N∑

k=1

µk(x)

[
x

1

]T [
ĀT

ikPi + PiĀik Pib̄ik

b̄T
ikPi 0

] [
x

1

]
.

Then according to constrains (12) and (13), it can be shown

by S-procedure,

dV (x, θ̃)

dt
≤ 0, ∀x ∈ Ri (14)

and ’=’ holds if and only if x = 0.

3) V (x, θ̃) is continuous on the boundary l ∈ L

It can be seen from (3) and (10),

Vi(x) = Vj(x), ∀x ∈ l = R̄i ∩ R̄j

Consequently,

Vi(x) + θ̃T θ̃ = Vj(x) + θ̃T θ̃, ∀x ∈ l

Thus, the continuity of the Lyapunov function V (x, θ̃) is

guaranteed.

In summary, the positive definite Lyapunov function

V (x, θ̂) decreases within the region Ri, and keeps invariant

when crossing the boundary l ∈ L. Therefore, in the

absence of sliding motion at the boundary, the solution

x(t) of closed-loop PWLDI is globally bounded, and θ̂ is

bounded too because of (14).

Moreover, consider the augmented system (1),(7),(8), let

E = {(x, θ̂) ∈ (X, Rnθ )|V̇ (x, θ̂) = 0}

then

E = {(0, θ1)|θ1 ∈ Rnθ}

and E is a invariant set, therefore, using LaSalle’s theorem

[25], the solution of the augmented system (x(t), θ̂(t))
converges to the set E, that is,

lim
t→∞

x(t) = 0

Therefore, the PWLDI is asymptotically stabilized by

the proposed control law and adaptive law.

This completes the proof.

Remark 2: It is worth to note that, the theorem do not

consider the possibility of sliding motion on the bound-

ary between the polytopic regions, which plays a impor-

tant role in the stability analysis by piecewise Lyapunov

function, therefore, an additional condition is presented

in Section 6 to guarantee the asymptotic stability when

considering the possibility of sliding motion.

Remark 3: It can be observed from the proof of theorem

1, the estimation of uncertain parameter vector θ̂ may not

converges to the real parameter vector θ, which is because

the proposed PWLDI do not satisfies PE condition [20],
∫ t+T

t

|ϕi(0)|2dt = 0, ∀t ≥ 0

Remark 4: This optimization problem is not convex

because there are terms involving products of unknowns,

such as Pi and Biki in the constraint (12) . However, the

constraints are BMIs, which can be solved effectively using

the existing software YALMIP [26].

IV. ADAPTIVE H∞ CONTROL OF PWLDI

In this section, we extend the adaptive control approach

discussed in the previous section to the case of H∞

disturbance attenuation performance.

Rewrite the PWLDI as:

˙̄x ∈ co
{

Ãikx̄ + B̃iu + ϕ̃i(x)θ + D̃ikω
}

z ∈ co
{

C̃ikx̄
} (15)

where

x̄ =

[
x

1

]
, Ãik =

[
Aik bik

0 0

]
, B̃i =

[
Bi

0

]

ϕ̃i =

[
ϕi

0

]
, D̃ik =

[
Dik

0

]
, C̃ik =

[
Cik dik

] (16)

Then, we are ready to present the following theorem.
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Theorem 2: Consider the PWLDI described by (15-16),

if there is a solution to the following optimization problem,

such that

P̄i =

[
Pi 0
0 ri

]
, E1i =

[
HT

i ZiHi −HT
i Zigi

−gT
i ZiHi gT

i Zigi

]

E2i =

[
HT

i WiHi −HT
i Wigi

−gT
i WiHi gT

i Wigi

]

then using the obtained piecewise adaptive control law

u = −ψi(x)θ̂ + kix + mi, x ∈ Ri (17)

and piecewise on-line adaptive algorithm

˙̂
θ = xT Piϕi(x), x ∈ Ri (18)

then the closed-loop PWLDI is globally stable with dis-

turbance attenuation γ0.

The optimization problem is formulated as below.

γ0 = min γ s.t. (19 − 22)

variables : ki,mi, Pi, ri;Zi,Wi ≻ 0

mi = 0, ri = 0 i ∈ I0 (19)

F̄T
l (P̄i − P̄j)F̄l = 0, l = Ri ∩ Rj (20)

P̄i − E1i > 0 (21)[
ÂT

ik1
P̄i + P̄iÂik1

+ C̃T
ik2

C̃ik2
(•)T

γ−1D̃T
ik1

P̄T
i −1

]
< 0 (22)

where

Âik1
= Ãik1

+ B̃iKi,

Proof. It is shown by constrain (19) the origin is an

equilibrium of the closed-loop PWLDI. We choose the

same expression of piecewise quadratic Lyapunov function

V (x, θ̃) as the previous section.

It can be shown by Schur Complement Lemma [24],

constraint (22) is equivalent to,

ÂT
ik1

P̄i + P̄iÂik1
+ γ−2P̄iD̃ik1

D̃T
ik1

P̄T
i + E2i

+ C̃T
ik2

C̃ik2
< 0, ∀k1, k2 ∈ [1, N ] (23)

Then we can obtain the following conclusions:

1) Global stability

Consider PWLDI (15-16) with ω(t) = 0, it just needs

to note that

γ−2P̄iD̃ik1
D̃T

ik1
P̄T

i ≥ 0, C̃T
ik1

C̃ik1
≥ 0

then it can be implied by constraint (23),

ÃT
ik1

P̄i + P̄iÃik1
+ E2i < 0,

Thus, by Theorem 1, we can conclude that the closed-loop

PWLDI is globally stable in X .

2) H∞ Performance

For given initial state x(0), disturbance ω(t), parameter

vector θ, control law and parameter adaptive law, let

{tj}
Nt

1 denote the switch times, i.e., at each time point

tj , the state trajectory transfers from polytopic region Ri

to Rj .

Now, we consider the integral of V (x, θ̃) from zero to

infinity,

Π =

∫
∞

0

d

dt
(V (x, θ̃))dt

=

Nt+1∑

j=1

∫ tj

tj−1

d

dt
(x̄T P̄ij

x̄ + θ̃T θ̃)dt

=

Nt+1∑

j=1

N∑

k=1

∫ tj

tj−1

{µk(x)[x̄T P̄ij
(ÂT

ijk + B̃ij
u + ϕ̃iθ

+ D̃ijkω) + (Âijkx + B̃ij
u + ϕ̃iθ + D̃ijkω)T P̄ij

x̄]

+
˙̂
θT θ̃ + θ̃T ˙̂

θ}dt

with the piecewise control law (17) and on-line adaptive

algorithm (18), it can be shown that,

Π =

Nt+1∑

j=1

N∑

k=1

∫ tj

tj−1

µk(x)[x̄T (ÂT
ijkP̄ij

+ P̄ij
Âijk)x̄

+ ωT D̃T
ijkP̄ij

x̄ + x̄P̄ij
D̃ijkω]dt

then, with the help of constrain (23), we obtain,

Π <

Nt+1∑

j=1

N∑

k=1

∫ tj

tj−1

{µk(x)[−x̄T γ−2P̄ij
D̃ijkD̃T

ijkP̄T
ij

x̄

− x̄T E2ij
x̄ + ωT D̃T

ijkP̄ij
x̄ + x̄P̄ij

D̃ijkω]

− λk(x)x̄T ĈT
ijkĈijkx̄}dt

<

Nt+1∑

j=1

N∑

k=1

∫ tj

tj−1

{µk(x)[−x̄T γ−2P̄ij
D̃ijkD̃T

ijkP̄T
ij

x̄

− x̄T E2ij
x̄ + γ2ωT ω + γ−2x̄T P̄ij

D̃ijkD̃T
ijkP̄ij

x̄]

− zT z}dt

≤

∫
∞

0

[−zT z + γ2ωT ω]dt.

Therefore,

Π = V (x(∞)) − V (x(0)) ≤

∫
∞

0

[−zT z + γ2ωT ω]dt

which implies that with x(0) = 0,

‖z(t)‖2 < γ‖ω(t)‖2.

Thus, the proof is completed.

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In this section, we will demonstrate the proposed

PWLDI synthesis framework through a numerical exam-

ple. The two control objectives are to design controllers

under the constraints ‖ki‖∞ ≤ 4, ‖mi‖∞ ≤ 4 respectively,

such that the closed-loop system is 1) asymptotically

stable; 2) globally stable with minimal disturbance atten-

uation.

Example 1 Consider the following uncertain nonlinear
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system in X = (−2, 2) × (−4, 4),

ẋ ∈ co {fk(x) + Ax + Bu + Dω + ϕ(x)θ, k = 1, 2}
z ∈ co {Ckx, k = 1, 2}

where

f1(x) =

[
0.5x2

1 − x2

|x1|

]
, f2(x) =

[
0.5|x1|

3 − x2

|x1|

]

B =

[
−2
1

]
, D =

[
1
0

]
, ϕ(x) =

[
−2x2

1

x2
1

]

C1 =
[
0.8 0

]
, C2 =

[
1.2 0

]
, θ ∈ (−0.2, 0.2)

With the four regions partition,

R1 = (−2,−1) × (−4, 4), R2 = (−1, 0) × (−4, 4),

R3 = (0, 1) × (−4, 4), R4 = (1, 2) × (−4, 4)

using the computing algorithm proposed in [22], the fol-

lowing PWLDI can be obtained as an envelop of the above

uncertain nonlinear system,

ẋ ∈ co {Aikx + bik + Bu + Dω + ϕ(x)θ, k = 1, 2}
z ∈ co {Ckx, k = 1, 2}

where

A11 =

[
−3 −1
−1 0

]
, A12 =

[
−1.5 −1
−1 0

]

A21 =

[
−0.5 −1
−1 0

]
, A22 =

[
0 −1
−1 0

]

A31 =

[
0.5 1
−1 0

]
, A32 =

[
0 −1
1 0

]

A41 =

[
3 −1
1 0

]
, A42 =

[
1.5 −1
1 0

]

b11 = b14 =

[
−2
0

]
, b21 = b24 =

[
−1.125

0

]

Note that the obtained PWLDI satisfies the Assumption

2, and ψ(x)=x2
1, therefore, the following control law and

on-line adaptative algorithm are employed,

u = −x2
1θ̂ + kix + mi, x ∈ Ri

˙̂
θ = xT Piϕ(x), x ∈ Ri

where ki,mi, Pi can be obtained via solving the proposed

optimization problems in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. The

suboptimal solutions are obtained by YALMIP as below:

1) Adaptive Stabilization

α = 0.8463,m1 = −3.8938,m4 = 3.9964

k1 =
[
3.9543 −0.7016

]
, k2 =

[
3.9879 −0.5860

]

k3 =
[
3.9719 −0.2531

]
, k4 =

[
3.9971 −0.1019

]

P1 =

[
0.9660 0.1949
0.1949 0.4496

]
, P2 =

[
0.9967 0.1949
0.1949 0.4496

]

P3 =

[
0.9514 0.2558
0.2558 0.4496

]
, P4 =

[
0.9977 0.2558
0.2558 0.4496

]

2) Adaptive H∞ Control

γ = 0.1625

K1 =
[
3.5863 0.1972 −3.1626

]

K2 =
[
3.8581 0.2183 0

]

K3 =
[
4.0000 0.8578 0

]

K4 =
[
3.9993 0.7711 3.9988

]

P1 =

[
0.3323 0.0358
0.0358 0.1000

]
, P2 =

[
0.2134 0.0358
0.0358 0.1000

]

P3 =

[
0.2002 0.0483
0.0483 0.1000

]
, P4 =

[
0.3284 0.0483
0.0483 0.1000

]
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Fig. 1: System Response of original nonlinear system with obtained stabilization

controller
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2

Fig. 2: System Response of original nonlinear system with obtained H∞ controller

To simulate the performance of the obtained controllers

for original uncertain nonlinear systems, we set

f(x) =
1

2
(f1(x) + f2(x)), C =

1

2
(C1 + C2), θ = 0.1

then simulations(see Fig.1) have been carried out with

initial condition x(0)=(-2,1.6) and θ̂(0)=0, which illustrates

limt→∞ θ̂(t) = 0.3588, and the system trajectory of

closed-loop nonlinear systems converges to origin in the

absence of disturbance.

Furthermore, assume the system is subjected to a time-
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varying disturbance given by

w(t) = 5e−0.6t sin(2πt)

which has finite L2 norm. Fig. 2 shows the response of

the closed-loop nonlinear system. It can be seen that the

disturbance is attenuated, limt→∞ θ̂(t) = 0.1703 and the

system state converges to the origin as the disturbance

converges to origin.

VI. A REMARK ON SLIDING MOTION

Actually, by extending the idea of [27], if there exists

a quadratic Lyapunov function Vl(x, θ̃) ≥ 0 for each

boundary l ∈ L, such that for all x ∈ l = Ri ∩ Rj ,

Vl(x, θ̃) ≥ 0 (24)

∂Vl

∂x
c̄o{Aτkx + Bτu + ϕτ (x)θ} +

∂Vl

∂θ̃

˙̃
θ < 0, τ = i, j

(25)

the asymptotical stability can be guaranteed, although the

sliding motion may happen.

Note that for all x ∈ l,

Ēlx̄ = 0, Ēl = [El, el]

then using S-procedure, the constraints (24-25) can be

expressed as BMI too.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a Lyapunov-based adaptive control method

is developed for PWLDI with parameter uncertainty, where

the piecewise quadric Lyapunov function is employed to

establish the global stability and H∞ performance, the

piecewise control law and parameter adaptive algorithm

can be obtained by solving a optimization problem subject

to a set of BMIs. Moreover, the possibility of sliding

motion at the boundary between regions is considered,

which makes the design method rigorous.
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